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Wasabi Direct Connect 
with Limelight Networks
Fast, Private Connectivity to the Industry’s Most Affordable 
Storage Cloud

Wasabi is fundamentally transforming storage with the industry’s 
lowest-priced and fastest-performing cloud storage service. Now 
you can bypass internet congestion and security vulnerabilities, and 
connect your enterprise network directly to Wasabi with Limelight 
Networks, operator of one of the world’s largest private global 
networks. Limelight and Wasabi Direct Connect provide extremely fast, 
reliable and secure connectivity for your bandwidth-hungry, delay-
sensitive storage traffic.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers 
Breakthrough Economics
Wasabi hot cloud storage is incredibly affordable and fast cloud object 
storage for any purpose.  Wasabi is 80% cheaper and up to 6x the 
speed of alternative cloud storage services like Amazon S3.  

Specifically conceived to make cloud storage a commonplace utility 
like electricity, Wasabi hot cloud storage is easy to understand, easy 
to order and easy to scale.  With Wasabi there are no confusing cloud 
storage tiers to decipher and no complicated fee structures to decode.  
One product, with predictable and straightforward pricing, satisfies 
virtually every storage application. A parallelized system architecture 
lets you efficiently move large datasets in and out of the cloud.

Limelight Provides High Capacity, 
High-Throughput Connectivity
Limelight Networks offers high-capacity connectivity to Wasabi, 
directly over a 100 GbE private fiber backbone, helping you avoid 
internet latency, bottlenecks and security pitfalls.  The Limelight 
network is isolated from the public internet and provides high-speed 
connectivity between more than 80 Points of Presence (PoPs) 
covering every region of the world with connections to more than 900 
ISPs and last-mile networks.

Unlike other providers, Limelight has developed and optimized its 
own software stack to deliver industry-leading performance over any 
connection type with a fully-integrated suite of software services.  The 
Limelight network is inherently secure with global Web Application 
Firewall functionality and DDoS protection, and 100% TLS/SSL-
enabled communications.  The network is supported by a 24/7/365 
global Network Operations Center (NOC) and backed by responsive 
service and support teams with field-proven experience.

KEY FEATURES
• Direct high-speed connectivity 

to Wasabi 

• Performance-optimized, 
software-oriented network

• Integral WAF support and 
DDoS protection

• Massive footprint with 80+ 
PoPs worldwide 

• 24/7/365 global NOC

BENEFITS
• Consistent throughput and 

performance

• Low latency for faster storage 
read/writes

• High reliability, availability and 
data integrity 

• Superior economics

http://www.wasabi.com
https://www.limelight.com/
https://www.limelight.com/
https://info.wasabi.com/direct-connect
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Fast Connectivity for On-Premises or Cloud-Based 
Workloads
Limelight accelerates performance for a variety of Wasabi use cases. Use Wasabi for primary or secondary 
storage for on-premises applications and data. Limelight provides fast, one-hop connectivity from your data 
center to Wasabi. 

Use Wasabi for low-cost storage for cloud-based workloads. Limelight offers high-speed, direct interconnects 
to leading IaaS and PaaS providers, including AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud Platform.

Next Steps
• CONTACT WASABI TODAY. Learn more about our price, performance and protection 

benefits.

• TRY WASABI FOR FREE. Get up to 1 TB for 30 days.

•  Learn more about Limelight Networks.  Request a free trial.
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ABOUT WASABI 
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and reliable cloud storage. 
Wasabi is 80% cheaper and up to 6x faster than Amazon S3, with 100% data immutability 
protection and no data egress fees. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage 
pioneers David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is on a mission to commoditize the storage 
industry. Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston, MA.
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